
SECTION-A

Note: Very Short  Answer type questions. Attempt any 
15 parts.  (15x2=30)

Q.1 Define the following:-

 a) Units.

 b) Limits.

 c) Import.

 d) Export.

 e) Merge.

 f) Mirror.

 g) Array.

 h) Move.

 i) Copy.

 j) Spline.

 k) Pan.
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 (i) Union and subtract.

 (ii) Hide and unhide tools.

Q.5 Describe various zoom tools options in detail.

Q.6 Discuss in detail various steps involved for 
creating layers using layer properties manager.

Q.7 Explain various commands to convert given 2D 
plan into 3D (Assume the missing data)
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tools.

 viii) Write steps for saving the existing drawing.

 ix) Differentiate between import file and export 
file.

 x) What is the role of subtract and union 
commands in developing 3D drawings?

 xi) What is UCS and mention its various sub 
commands?

 xii) Write functions of function keys used in 
Autocad.

 xiii) What is design centre and write its various 
uses?

 xiv) What are Floating Toolbars?

 xv) How the setting of units for autocad drawing 
is done, Write its various steps.

SECTION-C 

Note: Long answer type questions. Attempt any three 
questions.   3x10=30

Q.3 Mention and explain various draw commands in 
detail.

Q.4 Differentiate between the following :-
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 l) Zoom.

 m) New Folder.

 n) Extend.

 o) Hide.

 p) Freeze.

 q) Align.

 r) Rotate.

SECTION-B 

Note: Short answer type questions. Attempt any ten 
parts   10x4=40

Q.2 i) What are grips and write various function of 
grips?

 ii)  Write the steps  for setting the limits and 
how limits are helpful in making drawing.

 iii) Differentiate  between Redraw and Regen 
commands.

 iv) Write various functions of layers.

 v) What is array and what are various types of 
arrays?

 vi) What is 3D mesh and where it is used?

 vii) Write briefly about copy and move edit 
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